
Stamped Designs Holiday Wonder Class 

 
 
Joy Card 
Copic markers used: E21/23/27, G21/24, Y15, BG0000 

1. Color the die cut design with the Copic markers listed or the coloring medium of your 
choice.  Cut the traced oval out of the pale blue card – this will get attached behind the 
die cut piece.  Check the trimming and trim more if needed before gluing behind design. 

2. Layer the red checked paper to the black card then to the front of the base card. 
3. Attach the oval piece as shown, then attach the “joy” die cut word with wet glue as 

shown. 
 
Believe Card 

1. If you want to add a little shadowing to the die cut piece, you can apply some darker 
brown ink CAREFULLY around the piece.  I used Distress Walnut Stain on the sample. 

2. Layer the champagne stardream piece to the gold piece.  Attach the red sleigh and 
reindeer piece with wet glue as shown. 

3. Apply adhesive to the back of the piece, then wrap the green ribbon bow around the 
piece as shown, adhering in the back. 

4. Attach the gold believe die cut piece with wet glue as shown. 
 
Merry and Bright Card 

1. If you want to add some shadowind to the oval die cut piece, you can carefully apply 
some ink with a foam dauber.  I used Distress Peacock feathers for the sample. 

2. Cut out the oval shape traced on the piece of white pearl linen card.  Check the size of 
the piece to ensure it is slightly smaller than the die cut oval and adjust as necessary, 
then glue the die cut piece to the pearl oval with wet glue. 

3. Layer the checked piece to the black, the attach the oval piece as shown.  Apply 
adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the blue ribbon know around the piece as 
shown, adhering in the back, then layer to the base card. 

4. Attach the words circle piece with foam squares as shown. 
 


